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Editorial
It has been a very strange year! Amongst the damage suffered, that experienced
by the Southern Group is insignificant by comparison with that by the game as
a whole, which in turn occupies a very small part in the overall national and
international picture. Yet damaging it has most certainly been, as June Hirst’s
report on Events makes clear. At this stage there is little to be added except to
say that we can only hope to see one another again at cricket grounds in 2021,
in the context of a country and world emerging from the crisis. Stop press: as
we go to print the news has been made public that there has been a positive
covid19 test amongst the Yorkshire squad. I am sure all our thoughts and best
wishes are with those affected.
However, the Southern Group is a cricket supporters’ society so we should be
forgiven for discussing the game in the midst of more important concerns. It is
necessary to recognise that there has actually been some cricket, that much of
it has been of a good standard, and that Yorkshire’s young team have shown
some promise. We can look forward to 2021 with some hope.
The first class game has had a competitive character, truncated but based
around a competition named by someone with either a sense of irony or little
awareness of the past after that general opponent of the Championship, Bob
Willis. It has been a success, though this is written before its final denouement
at Lord’s. Whether it has been enough of a success to justify using it as a model
for a complete transformation of the Championship, however, is less clear. Yet
that it seems, is what is about to happen. As the excellent George Dobell has
commented, one may be extremely grateful to have access to a life raft, but that
should not lead one to conclude it is the best vessel for your next voyage.
Personally, I am not firmly against the proposed three conferences, though the
new system will lack the virtue of simplicity. The two divisions may be missed;
they have provided for some exciting end of season cricket, and no county has
been without spells in each division. I am probably not uncommon amongst SG
members in being relieved that the conferences will not be regional; I would like
at least some Yorkshire cricket within 150 miles of home! Finally I am pleased
that opponents are likely to vary more from year to year than at present, when
the only way to really freshen up the itinerary is to get relegated.
There is one aspect of the suggested competition however which I do not
support, and that is that the Champions will be decided by a play-off at Lord’s.
The first question is whether Lord’s would be the appropriate venue for such a
match. It is the greatest of grounds, but perhaps does not express the character
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of the County Championship as well as some others (Trent Bridge or Worcester
to suggest two moderately central suitable venues). A far more significant point
however is whether a play-off is desirable. Famously in 2015 the gap between
ourselves as Champions and runners up Middlesex was greater than that
between Middlesex and the relegated teams. In two of the four years since the
gap between first and second has been over 40 points. In what sense can sides
with that sort of dominance over a season be anything other than Champions?
This Newsletter is the last of my two year chairmanship, which has turned out
to be rather longer. We will revert next time to Chairman’s Thoughts and
Editorial. I owe my thanks to the Committee during those two years for their
support, and to members in general for the pleasure of their company.

ANNUAL LUNCH AND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2020

June Hirst

Annual Lunch
In the July Newsletter we said that we had adopted a “wait and see” policy in
the hope that we could hold a more informal lunch or supper if social distancing
restrictions in October allowed. After discussions with the Civil Service Club, we
have reluctantly come to the conclusion that we cannot hold a lunch this
Autumn. The ground floor bar, where we usually congregate for pre-lunch
drinks and chat, now has a reduced number of tables and is table service only,
with no queues allowed at the bar. The Dining Room is restricted to twenty
people with only members of the same household allowed to sit together, and
with plastic screens between each table which have to be two metres apart. In
addition, we felt that some members and guests might be reluctant to travel
into central London by public transport during this time, and we therefore felt
there was no option but to cancel the event.

Annual General Meeting 2020
For similar social distancing reasons to those above, we have been unable to
schedule our 2020 AGM. The committee is aware that we should fulfil our
obligations to members, giving them an opportunity to read the papers which
would have been tabled. Therefore, the Minutes of the 2019 AGM held on
Tuesday, 21 May, together with Year End Accounts to 31 December 2019 are
printed elsewhere in this Newsletter for your perusal. We hope you will find
them satisfactory. If anyone has a query or wishes to comment on any of the
papers please email Hon Treasurer Mike Brown at ycccsgtreasurer@gmail.com
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regarding the Accounts, or Hon Secretary/Events Organiser June Hirst
(jmhirst17@outlook.com) for Events and other queries. The outgoing Chairman,
Ned Holt, can also be contacted if you wish at nedholt54@gmail.com. Otherwise
we will take the papers as read and approved.
We are always keen to encourage new members to the committee. Many
Officers are undertaking more than one post as resignations have not been
replaced. The committee meets three times a year in central London; new
members are always very welcome. If you would like to volunteer or know of
someone who could lend expertise to the group, please contact June Hirst. In
the meantime, the current committee and the Hon Auditor, as set out in the
2019 AGM Minutes in this Newsletter, are all willing to continue for the time
being. The only change will be that of Chairman – Ned Holt has completed his
two years in office and Vice Chairman Andrew Bosi will take over as Chairman.
The cancellation of match lunches and other events this year has been very
disappointing for everyone, but in the current Covid-19 climate we had no
choice. We can only hope that a first class cricket season of some kind can be
arranged for next year, with spectators and hospitality at the grounds.

Minutes of the thirty-eighth Annual General Meeting of the Yorkshire
CCC Southern Group held on Tuesday, 21 May 2019
Present: Ned Holt (Chairman), Mike Brown, David Hirst, June Hirst, Martin
Howe and Chris Marshall.

1. Apologies for absence
Apologies were received from Andrew Bosi, David Braithwaite, John
Kirkland, Helen McCarville, Bill Morrell and David Wood.
2. Minutes of the 2018 AGM
These were approved as a true record, proposed by Chris Marshall,
seconded by Mike Brown.
3. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.
4. Chairman’s Report
The Chairman commented on the declining number of members
attending events during 2018 and the difficulty in predicting numbers in
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advance. The success of 2018 was the new venue for the Annual Lunch,
the Civil Service Club in central London, who provided an event more
comfortably within our budget, without any damaging decline in quality.
There were changes to both the Newsletter and website during the year.
Kate Marshall has helped us to maintain a more up-to-date website,
although it remains difficult to access it from the main YCCC site. The
new Newsletter printers have produced a superior product and taken
over posting, thus allowing us to reduce David Wood’s workload as
Membership Administrator. Thanks are due to him for his work over the
years and indeed to all committee members for their work this year.
The meeting noted that the declining number of members was
something which was endemic across all societies nowadays.
5. Treasurer’s Report
Mike Brown presented the draft Accounts for the year ended 31
December 2018, as they are still in the possession of the Hon Auditor,
Kevin Hornsby, and circulated copies. He commented that as
membership numbers were lower, subscription income was also lower.
Events had made a small profit. There is a net surplus on the year of
£5,637.72. He said we should aim to keep a minimum of £3,000 in the
bank account.
Acceptance of the Accounts was proposed by David Hirst, seconded by
Chris Marshall, and agreed unanimously.
6. Election of Committee
All current committee members are willing to stand again for election.
No additional nominations had been received for any committee posts.
Chairman: Ned Holt was proposed by Chris Marshall, seconded by Mike
Brown and unanimously elected.
Vice Chairman: Andrew Bosi was proposed by Mike Brown, seconded
by Chris Marshall and unanimously elected.
Hon Treasurer: Mike Brown was proposed by June Hirst, seconded by
Ned Holt, and unanimously elected.
Hon Secretary and Events Organiser: June Hirst was proposed by Chris
Marshall, seconded by Martin Howe, and unanimously elected.
Newsletter Editor: Ned Holt was proposed by Martin Howe, seconded
by Mike Brown, and unanimously elected.
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Minutes Secretary: Mike Brown said he was willing to take on this post.
He was proposed by Martin Howe, seconded by Ned Holt, and
unanimously elected.
Other committee members: David Hirst, John Kirkland and Chris
Marshall were elected en bloc, proposed by June Hirst, seconded by
Mike Brown, and elected unanimously.
Hon Auditor: Kevin Hornsby is willing to continue. He was proposed by
Mike Brown, seconded by Martin Howe, and elected unanimously.
Membership Administrator: No-one has volunteered to take on this
role. It is hoped that David Wood will continue in the role pro tem. The
new printers have taken on distribution of the Newsletter, thereby
reducing his workload.
7. Neil Lloyd Young Cricketer of the Year Award 2018
All votes cast had been for Harry Brook. The Chairman will write to
inform him of this award; Mike Brown will organise a silver salver for
presentation during the Summer, together with a cheque for £250.
8. Any Other Business
Martin Howe asked if there was any way the one day and T20 matches
could be featured in the Newsletter, to give it a younger feel and reflect
one day interest. In discussion the meeting agreed that most SG
members are traditional cricket followers - an event last year for a pub
lunch and a one day match at Worcester had attracted no applications –
and this is reflected in the Newsletter contents. After discussion, the
Chairman will write a piece for the White Rose Forum, asking if anyone
would be willing to write up a one day or T20 match for the Newsletter.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 2.47pm.

End of Year Financial Report – 2019

Mike Brown (Hon. Treasurer)

Please see below an explanation of the 2019 Income & Expenditure statement.
In summary, we achieved a surplus of £186.07 in the year. Membership , which
stood at 143 for the year (down 14 on the previous year) remains our main
source of income, with subscriptions totalling £2,840.
The main aims of the group are to promote and support the Yorkshire County
Cricket Club mainly in the south, especially at match events and to provide
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sponsorship to be used for the development of young Yorkshire Cricketers.
Sponsorship and awards totalled £750 for the year covering assistance for young
players to develop visiting India and the Neil Lloyd Award.
Events brought in Income of £4,426 while Expenditure totalled £4,107. As
always, we undertake to cover our costs. The Annual Dinner brought in £1606
while costs totalled £1342.
The Newsletter and Web Site are our main sources of communication to
members at a cost of £1720. In recent years the Newsletter has undergone a
‘makeover’ and is now mailed out by the printers directly saving some
distribution costs.
The group is in a reasonably healthy financial position and when taken with the
previous year’s surplus gives us a Balance at the year-end of £6,128.
It is recommended that we hold the Annual Subscription at the current level.
However, we are faced with a reducing membership (and income) and we do
need to find ways of increasing this number.

Correspondence from Headingley:
THE 2020 SEASON SO FAR

Martyn Moxon

Obviously, we are in unprecedented times and this cricket season has been like
no other in living memory. There were times earlier in the summer when there
was a real doubt if we would play at all this year. However there has been an
unbelievable effort made by ECB and all the Counties to get some play, albeit for
an abbreviated period. We have had to adhere to strict guidelines; playing
behind closed doors has been strange but the players and staff have been
brilliant in making sure we make the environment as safe as possible.
On the field we have seen some excellent individual performances and at the
time of writing (2 September) we have a chance of qualifying for the Bob Willis
Trophy final and are in the early stages of the T20 Blast. It has been particularly
pleasing to see some match winning contributions from our younger players and
although he is currently playing for England, to see Dawid Malan fit seamlessly
into the team and his double hundred against Derbyshire was a brilliant innings.
We have also been able to give several players their 1st team debuts and they
have not looked out of place, which is encouraging for the future.
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As you will also know, we have signed Dom Bess from 1 November. We feel he
is a tremendous acquisition and we look forward to welcoming him back to
Emerald Headingley next season. Hopefully, we can finish this season strongly
and look forward to getting back to normal next year. Fingers crossed!!
I would also like to take this opportunity of thanking everyone for their
continued support during this difficult time.
Best wishes
Martyn
Many thanks to Martyn for this report (ed)

Bosifiles, ancient and modern: 1980, part II
Nottinghamshire at Harrogate (St. George’s Road)
After a miserable two and a half days under the cosh this game ended in a tense
finish and a win for the home side. It completed a most unlikely double over the
side destined to finish third in the championship.
Yorkshire squandered the advantage of first use of a pitch increasingly receptive
to spin. The last three wickets added 100 runs, mainly thanks to Bairstow and
Sidebottom, which merely emphasized the inadequacy of the contribution from
the first seven in a total of 213. ‘Steady’ Eddie Hemmings had five wickets.
After one early wicket, Yorkshire’s bowlers made little impact, their two spinners
taking 1-164 in fifty overs as Randall and Rice ran amok. When Randall was out
for 166 Notts declared four and a half overs before the enforced close in order
to attack Yorkshire a second time. However, Lumb and Athey responded with a
century stand that took Yorkshire to within 13 of clearing the deficit.
The rest of the front line batting failed to capitalise, and Yorkshire led by only
107 when Sidebottom again joined Bairstow in a half century stand and Notts
were required to make 191 in 38 overs. Hemmings finished with eleven wickets
in the match.
Chris Old made early inroads and his 4-38 reduced the visitors to 95-5. As Notts’
prospects of victory diminished, the spinners came into the game and the last
three overs each produced a wicket. The raised umpire’s finger three balls from
the close led to scenes of wild celebration – by Harrogate standards, anyway.
Yorkshire (14 pts.) 213 & 317 beat Notts 340-3 dec. & 163 by 27 runs.
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Hampshire @ Southampton (Northlands Road)
After a three day break another Saturday witnessed the return of Boycott from
England duty and Hampshire from injury. Unfortunately it proved a wasted
journey as rain prevented any play. There was limited play next day: 81 overs in
which the returning skipper played the best innings, 74. Yorkshire declared at
their overnight score and Hampshire meandered through a similar number of
overs, eventually declaring to deprive Yorkshire of a possible bowling point.
Cope and Carrick bowled for most of the day conceding only two an over.
Yorkshire (6 pts.) 263-6 dec. drew with Hampshire 166-8 dec.

Glamorgan @ Bradford Park Avenue
Another rain ruined match with a Saturday start. Yorkshire had the better of
what play there was, Chris Old taking five wickets after Lumb and Athey had
added 137 for the second wicket and Lumb and Hampshire 138 for the third.
Glamorgan declined to chase 300 in the fourth innings and rain at tea on the
final day brought an early end.
Yorkshire (8 pts.) 317-3 dec. & 213-5 dec. drew with Glamorgan 231 & 57-1.
Park Avenue is one of a number of lost grounds mentioned here as active in
1980, but it is one with hopes of revival. Let us hope for further progress, and
perhaps to see the first team there again in the not too distant future. (ed.)
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Essex @ Chelmsford County Ground
Yorkshire’s southern tour was the victim of more rain, again washing out a day
of holiday. Keith Fletcher was the most accomplished captain of the day when
it came to manufacturing games and after three declarations set Yorkshire 283
to win in 68 overs. Yorkshire promoted Stevenson in both innings and in the
first he came off with 61 out of 69 in partnership with John Hampshire. He
scored 26 out of 34 in the second innings but Yorkshire were soon struggling and
Fletcher had to bowl himself to restore their interest in the target. Love,
Bairstow and Carrick prospered briefly but when Cope joined Bairstow thirty
runs were still needed. The last wicket pair scraped together twenty, and more
importantly, kept their wickets intact.
Essex 200-7 dec and 233-6 dec drew with Yorkshire (4 pts.) 151-4 dec & 273-9.

Surrey @ The Oval, Kennington
At least this game had a full day’s play on Saturday. Yorkshire’s winning streak
with the toss came to an end, but it proved a good one to lose as Old and
Sidebottom bowled out the hosts for 175. With Boycott on England duty and
Sharp indisposed, Peter Ingham had been selected for this southern tour and
batted doggedly when Yorkshire replied to reach 77-3 by the close. Monday was
another wash-out, and Tuesday not a lot better. Bairstow was frustrated to be
forced from the field six runs short of a batting point, and the groundsmen were
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clearly more interested in protecting the wicket for a Gillette Cup match the
following day. Both Jackman and Pocock had figures of 3-45, but whereas the
spinner did it in 9.4 overs Yorkshire’s nemesis used up 21.
Surrey 175 drew with Yorkshire (5 pts.) 194-7.

Gillette Cup 2nd round: Kent at Headingley
The chairman of my committee at the BMA, Dr. Harry Fidler, had been a member
of Yorkshire for more than forty years, so when the need arose for a meeting
with his opposite number at the Local Authorities Conditions of Service Advisory
Board, who was also the leader of Wakefield Council, it seemed reasonable to
hold it in Wakefield on a day that Yorkshire were playing at Headingley. In the
event some relatives arrived unexpectedly at the Fidler household, and the
councillor was called to an urgent meeting in London, but a meeting went ahead
in Wakefield covering the interval between innings.
Kent won the toss and invited Yorkshire to bat. Rumour had it that Illingworth
had wanted Boycott to take an aggressive lead, but Lumb was soon run out
setting off late for the single Geoffrey liked to take when asked to keep the score
moving. So Athey came in and after a steady start played the aggressive role
while Boycott provided excellent support. They added 202 before Boycott was
bowled for 87, by which time Athey had completed three figures. There was not
a lot of batting after that, but a formidable score was capped for Athey and
Sidebottom who were able to field in their new first team sweaters – something
that could no longer happen in a one-day match.
Kent had used six front line bowlers; Yorkshire relied on Boycott as their fifth.
Sidebottom responded to his cap by challenging Athey (unsuccessfully) for the
man of the match award. Kent were all out with four of their 60 overs unused:
only Woolmer had a major score, though at one stage Kent had been 143-2.
Yorkshire 279-6 beat Kent 233 by 46 runs.

West Indians at Headingley
Yorkshire’s next game was against the tourists. There were rumours that
Geoffrey had seen enough of them after four Tests in the Carribean, two ODIs
and three Tests in England. But Yorkshire played their strongest batting line-up
and it was only the front line bowlers that were rested. Boycott completed yet
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another 50 against the tourists but in the end the weakened attack conceded
runs so rapidly that they had sixty overs in which to complete victory.
West Indians 342-3 dec & 119-1 dec beat Yorkshire 194-5 dec & 209 by 58 runs.

Middlesex @ Scarborough, North Marine Road
Generally the champions elect relied on Maru as cover for Emburey’s test calls,
but occasionally Fred Titmus could be lured out of retirement and the fish and
chips of Scarborough were more than adequate bait. Not that he had too much
to do on the field. Yorkshire missed Old. Stevenson took 5 for 84 but received
little support as the rest of the attack was pummelled by Roland Butcher. They
rattled up nearly 400 with time to rattle Yorkshire’s batting before close of play,
and only a last wicket stand of 49 between Sidebottom and Howard Cooper took
Yorkshire into three figures.
Yorkshire batted much better in the second innings after another indifferent
start. When Bairstow came to the crease at the fall of the fifth wicket, Yorkshire
trailed by 187 with every prospect of a two day finish. Instead the Scarborough
faithful were treated to one of the epic Bairstow innings, ranking alongside the
one which single-handedly won a one-day match against Derbyshire. His 145
was at the time the highest by a Yorkshire wicket-keeper. With good support
from Hampshire and Sidebottom, he compelled Middlesex to bat a second time,
though the reward was gate receipts rather than championship points.
Middlesex 391 & 101-2 beat Yorkshire (4 pts.) 118 & 370 by eight wickets.

Gloucestershire @ Sheffield, Abbeydale Park
Yet another wasted journey for the opening day of a championship match,
though the lunch was good with table service. The weather took further time
out of the match which drifted to a draw, Lumb and Athey helping themselves
to some buffet bowling on the final day in a stand of 225.
Yorkshire (2 pts.) 153-8 dec. & 243-1 dec. drew with Gloucestershire 201-4 dec.
At this stage the weather inspired drawn games left the championship wide
open, but Middlesex had secured six wins and Surrey five to Yorkshire’s three.
With a poor performance in the Benson & Hedges, and the loss of the first six
Sunday league fixtures, hopes now rested on the Gillette Cup with another
southern fixture to follow the game at Abbeydale.
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Bosifile 2020
Durham v. Yorkshire, the Riverside, August 1st-4th
Yorkshire began the unique season of 2020 with just a solitary spectator hiding
from an unauthorised vantage point (I think he may also have been spotted at
Newcastle United matches, ed.). Ballance was recovering from illness, England
were running two squads, so the batting more or less selected itself. Fraine had
recovered from the knee injury that would have kept him out of the abandoned
championship games.
An interesting trivia question in years to come might be when was an attack last
carried by Sidebottom, Hannon-Dalby, Bresnan and Rhodes? Bresnan
completed this quartet with his departure for Edgbaston, where he recorded a
century, and Olivier’s late arrival gave a place to Thompson alongside Coad,
Fisher and Patterson. Logan’s injury gave a debut to Shutt who so impressed in
the corresponding t20 match in 2019.
Durham won the toss and struggled along at barely one an over until rain forced
an early lunch and took time out of a day already reduced to 90 overs. When
play resumed, Fisher soon made the breakthrough and a steady procession
thereafter saw all the seamers rewarded and Durham struggle to three figures,
Harte remaining unbeaten on 33.
Lyth had filled his boots in the two warm up games but failed to capitalise here.
When Kohler-Cadmore and Fraine went quickly Patterson came out as nightwatchman but was unsuccessful on this occasion and Yorkshire closed on 77-4.
They passed Durham’s total without further loss, but no-one surpassed 41 and
when Shutt came out to join Coad Yorkshire led by only 61. The last pair added
35, one short of what proved a vital batting point in this truncated competition.
Durham again batted slowly, but to better effect. Two wickets before the close
were scant reward and the home side were ten runs in front when stumps were
drawn. The third wicket stand took Durham into a commanding position. On a
wicket that was easing but still difficult, the lead was 111 when Patterson took
his second wicket of the innings. Soon after Lees, who had joined the long list
of exiles to record a three figure score against Yorkshire, followed and the last
eight wickets mustered only 59. Coad had remarkable figures of 0-23 in 25 overs
as the three main seamers took the wickets. It was pleasing to see that Brook’s
bowling was not ignored as it had sometimes been in 2019.
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Yorkshire faced a tricky target. Rushworth took the first three wickets, all lbw,
to pass a career figure of 500. Malan should have been caught which would
have left Yorkshire four wickets down with more than a hundred needed.
Instead he reached his 50 in the last over of the day, reducing the target to 68.
The forecast for the final day had waxed and waned and it was clear by 11 o’clock
that there would be no play before lunch. More rain was predicted, so when
play did start Yorkshire made clear their intention of beating the weather. It is
unclear whether the introduction of Lees into the attack was designed to speed
up the process or a recollection that Malan had been his first first-class victim.
It succeeded on both counts and Malan is now his bunny. Brook soon completed
the win in just 10.4 overs on the final day, with an unbeaten score of 66.
Durham 103 & 266 lost to Yorkshire (19pts.) 199 & 172-4 by six wickets.
In the six games between sides from different divisions, division 2 came on top
in four. With only two of the three teams topping their respective league making
it to the final, batting bonus points could be crucial and Yorkshire had six teams
ahead of them at the end of this first round.

Nottinghamshire v. Yorkshire, Trent Bridge, August 8th-11th
Plus ça change. Elsewhere you will read how chasing just under 200 after
dominating a match proved beyond Notts forty years ago.
Yorkshire had lost Coad and Fisher to injury and were still without Ballance,
Waite and Logan. Dominic Leech and Olivier came into the side for the injured
men, and Bairstow replaced Fraine. Patterson chose to bat on winning the toss.
The match was played on the same strip as that on which Derbyshire had scored
365 to win the previous week.
A poor start reduced the visitors to 44 for four. They were rescued by Brook,
with 62, and Tattersall, retained as a batsman and justifying the selectors’ faith
with a patient knock that added 92 for the fifth wicket. Patterson at 8 was
followed by three number 11s, but Thompson came good and shepherded
Yorkshire to 264, including 32 for the last wicket. He was within two runs of a
maiden first class ton when he became the seventh batsman to fall to spin.
Patterson removed Nash before the close, and on the second day Notts made
steady but unspectacular progress to 187-6, which left the game delicately
poised. Unfortunately Moores took heavy toll of Jack Shutt’s bowling, and
Patterson had to turn to Lyth and Malan for the next three wickets. A last wicket
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stand of 61 turned a slender lead of 30 into a significant advantage, and Moores
completed a ton before Patterson came back to bowl him too late for Yorkshire
to start their second innings.
The third day would have offered excellent value for money to spectators, had
there been any. With 66 overs of spin, Notts bowled 98 in a day scheduled for
only ninety. After an early loss of Kohler Cadmore, Lyth and Bairstow added 131
for the second wicket before Lyth was judged to have edged to short leg –
television replays were inconclusive. Within one run Bairstow and Malan were
back in the pavilion and Yorkshire were one run ahead of their first innings nadir.
Again Tattersall justified his selection in stands of 50 with first Brook and then
Thompson. He was still there at the close, and though the last three wickets
mustered little on the final day there was time to complete a half century. Like
Lyth he may have been unlucky to be adjudged caught, but the luck evened out
when Nash went lbw in Olivier’s opening spell.
Leech then had Hameed strangled down the leg side and the game was finely
balanced when Olivier ended his spell after lunch with three wickets to his name.
Yorkshire were favourites by the time Shutt came on to bowl the 24th over. This
time he struck immediately; Thompson finished with three for six in five overs,
and Shutt completed the win by defeating the doughty Samit.
Yorkshire (21 pts.) 264 & 278 beat Notts 355 & 97 by 90 runs.
Derbyshire headed the north group by 4 points. Yorkshire were joint third
overall, assisted by a conservative declaration by Joe Leach at New Road.

Yorkshire v. Derbyshire @ Headingley, August 15th-18th
This top of the table clash was the first between these sides since 1936. Not
many of us were around then, but my good friend AW tells me that “Champions
Derbyshire did make Yorkshire follow on, but they avoided defeat”.
Derbyshire invited Yorkshire to bat and took four early wickets before a long and
unbroken stand between Malan and Tattersall. With the continued absence of
Ballance the signing of Malan had proved timely, and he closed the day
unbeaten on 145 as Yorkshire were well placed for maximum batting points.
Only one over was possible on day 2, Malan reaching 150, and then on day 3 he
reached his first ever double century as Yorkshire continued to pile on the runs.
The only blemish came at the end when trying to launch a six to complete the
fifth batting point he was caught on the boundary, conceding a bowling point to
the visitors. His dismissal did though allow a brief innings from George Hill, the
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all-rounder making his debut in place of Shutt on a wicket and in conditions
unresponsive to spin.
Derbyshire batted solidly in response, led by their skipper Billy Godleman with
54. Patterson was equally to the fore for Yorkshire, conceding only one an over
in three spells and removing three of the top order batsmen. With time running
out, it appeared that Yorkshire would need to enforce the follow-on and the
sixth wicket fell with 27 needed to save it. However, a poor over from Olivier
cost 12 runs in boundaries and when Patterson prepared to commence a fourth
spell the umpires decided that the light was no longer adequate. The day had
been extended to a potential 98 overs to make up for lost time.
A further delay at the start of day 4 condemned the match to a draw. Play only
commenced at 2.30. Yorkshire failed to collect the wickets needed for a bowling
point before Derbyshire reached 300 and declared. Yorkshire had two more
points than their rivals and trailed the northern group by the same margin.
The north group appeared to be between Derbyshire on 57 and Yorkshire on 55.
In the central group, Worcestershire on 57 led Somerset by a single point. There
were still four sides in contention in the South group, but only Essex with 61
points seemed to have enough to qualify for the final.
Yorkshire (15 points) 400-6 declared drew with Derbyshire 300-7 declared.

Yorkshire v. Lancashire, Headingley, August 22nd-24th
After a delay of thirty minutes, Yorkshire’s openers amassed eight runs in
fourteen balls before rain washed out play for the day. Lyth was yet to score
but he compiled 86 next day and was still at the crease when play ended with
the score 178 for six. Yorkshire lost wickets steadily at the other end and only
Tattersall and George Hill stayed with Lyth long enough to add fifty.
Monday was the most productive day, Yorkshire collecting three points during
it. Lyth was relieved to convert a good score to a three figure score but Yorkshire
needed a last wicket stand of 36 to secure the second batting point.
Lancashire ended the day five runs short of a batting point, with Yorkshire one
wicket away from a second bowling point. As well as being by far the senior
batsman, Lyth was the sole spinner and he took a wicket, as did Warner on debut
and Hill in his second game. The skipper again led from the front with 19 miserly
overs, 1-23.
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The final day was washed out. The only consolation was that Essex fared even
worse with the weather. The top five remained unchallenged, but going into
the final round Somerset were in pole position at 76 and Derbyshire second on
71. Yorkshire had to make up five points on them, which probably required a
win. Wins for Kent and Middlesex retained their outside challenge behind Essex
in the southern group, while Somerset would have to go to second placed
Worcestershire to defend their lead in the Central Group.
No result. Yorkshire (11 points) 260 drew with Lancashire 195-5

Yorkshire v. Leicestershire, Headingley, September 6th-9th
The skipper was a late withdrawal due to back spasms, missing a first class match
for the first time since 2018. Fortunately Coad and Fisher were both fit.
Again the weather was unkind to Yorkshire but there was time to dismiss the
visitors for 124, Coad taking five for 18 in 13.2 overs. Fisher took three wickets
and Olivier the other two, though again conceding four runs an over: Thompson
conceded under two. Yorkshire lost both openers to the new ball but Fraine and
Loten took them to 36-2 by the close.
Overnight rain ceased at 10.30 next day but the wet outfield delayed the start.
A plan to commence at 2 p.m. was scuppered by further rain which did sufficient
damage for play to be called off two hours later.
The one advantage to this was that Yorkshire knew exactly what would be
needed to reach the final. Soon after the overnight batsmen had perished a win
for Essex confirmed that nothing short of five batting points would do. Brook
and Tattersall steadied matters, but Brook was fifth out just before lunch.
Tattersall and Thompson kept the dream alive with a stand of 116 – riches in the
context of this game - but Tattersall’s dismissal for 72 heralded the last five
wickets going down for fifteen runs.
There was still the consolation prize of topping the Northern group, for which
Yorkshire had to gain a better result than Derbyshire. After another early break
by Coad, acing skipper Lyth made a double change and Thompson was soon
amongst the wickets. Leicestershire closed on 78 for five with work to do to
avoid an innings defeat. The sight of floodlights competing with a watery sun
was particularly surreal as the stadium thus lit was almost empty. Eventually
the sun disappeared, the weather closed in and sixteen overs were lost.
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On the final day there was glorious sunshine. Ackerman alone provided serious
resistance but a ninth wicket stand, aided by two dropped catches, took
Leicestershire into credit. Thompson came back to complete his first five wicket
haul in a season which has proved remarkably productive for him. Before it
commenced, he might have been considered behind Bresnan and Waite in the
pecking order but now his batting and bowling had won matches for Yorkshire.
After two quiet overs before lunch the openers knocked off the required runs
without difficulty. Derbyshire were beaten and Yorkshire topped the group.
Ironically they had more batting points than the two finalists, but the weather
had allowed them both four wins to Yorkshire’s three.
Leicestershire 124 & 161 lost to Yorkshire 252 & 37-0. Yorkshire 21 points.

Steve Kirby as remembered by Rob Key

Anthony Bradbury

Steve Kirby had a remarkable debut for Yorkshire against Kent at Headingley in a
match which started on 6th June 2001 but in which Kirby did not appear until the
third day. The Yorkshire XI which entered the field on the first morning included
fast bowler Matthew Hoggard, and he took 4-48 as Kent were bowled out for
212. Next day the England one day squad were due to play Pakistan at
Edgbaston. With an injury problem England called up Hoggard on the evening of
6th June – though they then did not play him the next day. Under the County
Championship regulations Yorkshire could call up a replacement bowler. They
were short of fit bowlers, so they turned to a player who had persuaded
Yorkshire to give him a trial. This was Steve Kirby – born in Lancashire - who had
been released by Leicestershire after achieving little in their Second XI and who
suffered from a back problem. With Hoggard’s surprise departure, Kirby was
summoned to Leeds from his home in Leicester, registered with the English
Cricket Board, and arrived in the Yorkshire dressing room.
As Yorkshire batted all day on the second day his actual appearance at the wicket
was delayed until the third morning when he batted at number 11, and in making
11* helped Yorkshire to a fifth batting point, and a score of 413. When Kent then
started their second innings the Yorkshire opening bowlers were Chris
Silverwood and Gavin Hamilton. Craig White was first change, as Kent made
steady progress without losing a wicket to those senior bowlers. Yorkshire
journalist, David Warner recalled that the “red-headed Kirby, giving every
indication of nerves as he fielded on the boundary, was quickly transformed from
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lamb to lion once introduced into the action. Genuinely hostile bowling, backed
up by glares and stares at astonished batsmen, earned him figures of 7-50.”
He bowled Rob Key for 38 and had Fulton lbw, and on the last morning he ripped
out Kent’s last five wickets for nine runs in 29 balls. Having twice been on a hat
trick, he was given a guard of honour by Yorkshire players as he left the field. No
Yorkshire player since Wilfred Rhodes took 7-24 at Bath in 1898 had had better
figures on debut. Three weeks later he took 12 wickets in the match against his
old club Leicestershire, and really showed how a fired up bowler could achieve
great success. That season he took 47 championship wickets at an average of
20.85 and his attitude and language became legendary on the county circuit.
Now Rob Key, Kirby’s first victim in first-class cricket, has written this about
Steve Kirby in Key’s own book “Oi Key, Tales of a Journeyman Cricketer” :“His first ball was a quick bouncer at Dave Fulton and he finished his follow
through inches from his face, giving him a right volley. To be fair to Steve he
hadn’t singled Dave out for treatment. Everyone he bowled at came in for bucket
loads of abuse. That night we went out to watch the rugby league on the ground
next door. Steve came along too. We couldn’t believe what a nice guy he was.
Our captain, Matthew Fleming, part of the Fleming dynasty that included a
merchant bank and James Bond author Ian, went up to him.
‘Very well bowled today, Steve,’ he praised him. ‘Congratulations on your debut.
I hope you have a long and prosperous career. ‘
‘Thank you so much, Mr Fleming,’ Kirbs replied. ‘It’s an honour to play against
somebody like you.’
We tried to tell Matthew that Steve wasn’t such a nice guy when you came nose
to nose to him on the pitch but he couldn’t understand what we were on about.
‘What a lovely guy,’ he kept saying.
Next morning Matthew who hadn’t yet faced Kirbs went out to bat and he
immediately ripped a bouncer past his face.
‘Get back to your pot of gold, you rich c***’ he told him. It was one of the great
lines.
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The aggression that Kirbs showed on the pitch was just part of his schtick. I scored
a hundred against him on four occasions. Each time the shout went up, ‘Round
the wicket, umpire, call an ambulance!’
No one was deemed too good for a classic Kirbs sledge, although he wasn’t
always guaranteed to get it right.
‘I’ve seen a better batter in my fridge,’ he told Mike Atherton, which didn’t have
quite the same cutting quality as what he he’d meant to say – ‘I’ve seen a better
batter in my fish and chip shop.’

The dramatic new bowler, 2001
For more stories readers will need to buy Rob Key’s book.
Steve Kirby stayed with Yorkshire until 2004 taking 182 first-class wickets. Then
he went to Gloucestershire for six seasons, and then for three years with
Somerset. He took up coaching work with such success that MCC appointed
him their Head Coach in 2016 where he did sterling work. Late in 2018 he joined
Derbyshire as a bowling coach. He will, however be always fondly remembered
as a star signing by Yorkshire County Cricket Club, now nearly twenty years ago.
‘Oi Key’ Tales of a Journeyman Cricketer is published by Pen and Sword Books.
The ‘call an ambulance’ sledge was referred to when ‘Kirbs’ came to talk to the
Cheltenham Cricket Soc. a few years ago. He was rather rueful about his record
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of verbal aggression, suggesting it was the product of a mixture of immaturity
and sheer relief at getting a final chance to make it. Indeed he sent his younger
self up considerably. “Of course,” Steven recognised of this particular comment,
“it rather gave away what was coming…. The batsman hooked me into the
crowd… It hit someone on the head……….They had to send for an ambulance.”

In more recent, calmer times
Almost certainly made up, but in telling the tale his timing was of professional
stand-up standard. It brought the house down.(ed)
From David Warner:
After a three month delay due to Covid 19, I am pleased to say that my
book “Just a Few Lines…the Unseen Letters and Memorabilia of Brian
Close” is now on the market and receiving some excellent reviews.
I appreciate that some members of the Yorkshire Southern Group purchased
their copies well in advance of publication, but if anyone would still like to
receive a signed copy I would be delighted to supply it post free at the cover
price of £20.
You can contact me by email at david-warner@sky.com, by writing to me
at 6 Thornmead Road, Baildon, Shipley, BD17 6AR, or by telephone on
01274 583849 or 078 0816 5824.
All the very best to everyone, and I hope you have gained at least a crumb
of comfort during all the restrictions by either watching or listening to
Yorkshire and England in action.
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Review: Just a Few Lines…the unseen letters… of Brian Close

Ned Holt

Historical evidence is a funny business. A discovery which challenges an
established orthodoxy is a very rare event. More commonly new material
simply confirms what we already believed, or is of little relevance to existing
debates. So it was with some excitement that I discovered that letters of Brian
Close had come to light, including correspondence from the 1950-51 tour of
Australia, for which Brian was selected when just nineteen.
The reason that the letters could be significant is that there is indeed an
established orthodoxy in relation to that tour, namely that the management,
captain, and experienced players treated the young Close without sympathy or
understanding, so that in his own words (e.g. in ‘I don’t Bruise Easily’) he ‘often
cried himself to sleep’. The implication is that the Close character which
became recognisable in the late fifties and sixties was to some extent
fashioned in this adversity as a youngster. The first media reports on the letters
stated that there was little to support this interpretation, and that the regular
correspondence with his close friend John Anderson during the tour in fact
came across as perfectly cheerful. Perhaps the narrative needed changing.
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The first thing to say is that this is a beautifully produced volume, well
illustrated with photographs, some probably not generally seen before, and
admirably handled in his various introductory passages by David Warner.
Secondly, the letters are a reflection of life in post-war Britain as much as of
one young man’s career. Many of the enthusiasms expressed here are simply
those of any young man suddenly getting wonderful opportunities (‘smashing’
is one of his favourite adjectives). The almost awestruck reaction to the quality
and quantity of food served to him in Australia however, would no doubt have
been felt by any inhabitant of a post-war Britain still experiencing rationing. As
far as sport goes, the place of the professional in the eyes of amateurs and
administrators is also one matter all too clear.
These writings are not the thoughts of the Close we most commonly
remember, the hard-bitten tactician of the great sixties team. They are those
of a highly talented but rather naive young man with the world at his feet. The
talent could have taken him anywhere, either through his sporting prowess or
his considerable academic ability. Football could certainly have won out over
cricket; there are as many letters about Leeds United and Arsenal as there are
about Yorkshire. Indeed any sporting contest is a magnet for the young man.
There are references to experiences of golf, snooker, even boxing.
The list of interests goes well beyond sport however. Clearly ‘girls’ could be
placed high on the list, but there is a collection of cultural interests which is
impressive. Cinema scores highly, in many forms, though a derogatory remark
about how Ingrid Bergman could possibly have got into an affair with the
director Roberto Rossellini, perhaps underestimates the charisma of one of
twentieth century film’s most respected names. Visits to theatre, operas,
reading philosophy, all get a look in. Given his later reputation, the reader
might wince at references to his first driving lessons. All very straightforward of
course, it was very easy….apparently.
Then there are the surprises. Close at nineteen drank no alcohol as a rule,
though he could be persuaded to have some champagne because he ‘liked the
gas’. And suddenly, out of nowhere in October 1951, “What a calamity!! The
Conservatives have won. They’ll make a mess of it as they always have
done….” Did Brian remain on the left, I wondered? Unlike FST, one doesn’t
associate him with political views at all.
As far as the question of what went on in Australia is concerned, it is a central
section of the book, but probably comprises fewer letters than advanced
publicity suggested. It is certainly true that there are no direct references to
unhappiness or isolation, and much discussion of the various social and cultural
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opportunities the tour offered. However David Warner makes a shrewd
observation that some commentators missed. Elsewhere in the
correspondence Close includes detail on all his sporting events, often specific
shots, goal attempts, etc. He even makes passing comments on his errors,
though typically they are usually down to bad luck. In Australia however the
references to matches become rarer, briefer, and in the end dry up altogether.
That is surely significant.
This book provides a fascinating addition to the known history of Yorkshire
cricket. It now sits on my shelves alongside Alan Hill’s biography. Together they
give an excellent picture of Brian Close the man.
Just a Few Lines. Northern Books ISBN: 978-1-912101-02-3

My Favourite Yorkshire Match

Paul Riley

I’ve chosen a match which ended in a win for Yorkshire. No match which ended
in any other result could be considered, of course, and this one was a decisive
victory, a rare event at that time. In 1990, on August 8, 9 and 10, Yorkshire
beat Sussex at Eastbourne by an innings and five runs.
In 1990 the authorities were dipping their toes into four-day cricket, but
mostly the fixture list followed a well-established pattern. Yorkshire arrived in
Eastbourne in the early hours of Wednesday, August 8, having finished a Roses
match at Headingley the night before; that match had been interrupted by a
one-day Roses match on the Sunday. After the match ended on the Friday they
had to travel to Middlesbrough to play a match against Essex on the following
day; again, a 3-day fixture interrupted by a Refuge Assurance League match
between the same teams on the Sunday. Each county played 22 Championship
fixtures. It was a different cricketing world.
This was far from a top-of-the-table clash. For years, Yorkshire, still selecting
only Yorkshire-born players, had struggled in the lower reaches of the singledivision County Championship, unable to bowl teams out twice in three days.
Sussex were in a period of decline and were to finish bottom of the table.
Elsewhere, we were nearing the end of Mrs Thatcher’s premiership, although
nobody, including Mrs Thatcher, had yet realised it.
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As Yorkshire warmed up on the Wednesday morning Paul Jarvis was heard to
say: “We’re off to Middlesbrough next!” Not that much warming up was
necessary; the country was in a spell of extreme heat and the previous Friday
had been dubbed by the press as “the hottest day of the century”.
Yorkshire were doubtless happy to win the toss and bat first. Martyn Moxon
followed his achievement of winning the toss with a flawless display of batting
and was 218 not out when he declared, just before the close of play. But the
game took place in an extraordinarily oppressive atmosphere, and not just
because of the weather. Eastbourne’s MP, Ian Gow, a close associate of the
Prime Minister, had been assassinated by the IRA and his funeral, attended by
her, was held on that day only a few hundred yards away. As Moxon batted on,
helicopters whirred overhead and a profound silence developed, inside and
outside the ground. In mid-afternoon, play was suspended for ten minutes and
the players left the field and returned to observe a minute’s formal silence.
The heat was just as intense on the second day but the mood had lifted. Sussex
made a good start before Phil Carrick came on and rendered them strokeless, a
state of paralysis which was to continue until the end of the match. Wickets
began to fall.
In the Eastbourne cricket pavilion there was no great demarcation in facilities
for players and members. That lunchtime, the coach Doug Padgett came up to
Carrick and placed his hand on his shoulder. Neither of them said a word.
Sitting nearby, also wordless, was Sir Leonard Hutton and his wife Lady
Dorothy. Two weeks earlier at Lord’s Graham Gooch had failed by thirty runs
to overtake his record Test score, an innings which, in Mike Brearley’s recent
account, Sir Leonard had watched with silent mounting anxiety until Gooch
was out, whereupon he remarked what a fine player Gooch was.
I am too young to have seen Hutton play and to come across this great figure
in England and Yorkshire cricket so unexpectedly in these modest
surroundings, looking frail and disengaged, was rather moving. Perhaps I am
being sentimental.
Back on the field, Sussex actually batted for longer than Yorkshire had, but so
slowly that they were all out for 227 in reply to Yorkshire’s 400, and Yorkshire
were able to enforce the follow on. Carrick took five wickets for 49 in 44 overs,
all of them caught by wicket-keeper Richard Blakey. David Bairstow’s twentyyear tenure in the Yorkshire team was coming to an end; Blakey had replaced
him earlier in the season.
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The Sussex openers, David Smith and Jamie Hall, again batted out the day.
Overnight, the outcome seemed uncertain. Very often in those years, Yorkshire
had drawn games from similar winning positions. Pedestrian though their
batting had been, Sussex only had to repeat their first-innings performance to
have a good chance of saving the game.
On the third day Smith and Hall again gave their side a good start. However,
once more, when Carrick came on the runs dried up and wickets began to fall.
The runs were scored a little more quickly but the wickets occurred more
frequently. The middle-order batsman Martin Speight became the only Sussex
batsman to reach 50 in the match, but his innings belonged more to the
cheerful than the match-saving category. The game ended in mid-afternoon
and Yorkshire were no doubt happy to make an early start for Middlesbrough.
Carrick’s match figures were 9 for 86 in 64 overs. Blakey’s figure was nine
catches; only one Yorkshire wicket-keeper had ever taken more in a match –
David Bairstow (eleven) in a match at Scarborough against Derbyshire in 1982.
There was a faint echo of Laker and Lock at Old Trafford in 1956 in this match.
Yorkshire’s other slow bowler, off-spinner Jeremy Batty, did not take a wicket
in the match, although unlike Lock at Old Trafford he scarcely got to bowl, and
not at all in the second innings.
Sir Leonard Hutton died on 6 September that year. In October, the Liberal
Democrats won the Eastbourne by-election. A month later, Sir Geoffrey Howe
made the resignation speech in which he made reference to opening batsmen
arriving at the crease to find that their bats had been broken by the team
captain. Later that month, the team captain to whom he was referring,
Margaret Thatcher, resigned.
Yorkshire 408-3 dec (Moxon 218)
Sussex 227 (Carrick 44-22-49-5) & 168 (Carrick 20-6-37-4)
Yorkshire won by an innings and 5 runs.
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